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OVERVIEW
This guide has been prepared based on best-practice and the experience of VU Online delivering fully online
units in the College of Health and Biomedicine and the Victoria University Business School. It has been
designed to complement the documents circulated by the VC entitled, Effective Digitally Supported Remote
Teaching and Learning in response to COVID-19. The guide presents a Pre-Class (Synchronous), Zoom-Class
(Asynchronous) and Post-Class (Synchronous) Framework for authoring unit content. Examples are provided
from VU Online’s postgraduate units to support academics and teachers in authoring content.
Part 1 entitled, ‘Blueprint’ presents an example of how Academics can break down Unit Learning Outcomes
(ULOs) into Weekly Learning Outcomes (WLOs) to guide the authoring of weekly unit content into VU
Collaborate. With WLO’s, you can focus on specific topics each week, knowing they work to assist students in
demonstrating the ULOs through their online activities and assessments.
Part 2 entitled ‘Activity Examples’ presents examples for the common activities that you can use/author to
create engaging content for students to promote active learning ‘pre-class’. There are eight main types of
‘activities’ that students can engage in, with explanations and examples provided from live VU Online units.
These examples are provided to help you understand the genre of online content authoring and provide
tangible examples you can emulate or repurpose for your own unit.
Additionally, the ‘Elimination of exams for online delivery’ provides an example of a self-determined
assessment and its rubric that was designed from an examination. Currently, it is impossible to have
invigilated exams via VU Collaborate. VU Online’s Assessment Guides for numerous postgraduate units have
been saved to your College’s SharePoint. There are more than 30 examples of Assessments with rubrics that
have been designed specifically for online teaching and learning. As the VUBS is keen to remove all
examinations, unless required for accreditation, these examples will assist you in rethinking how to assess
students’ demonstration of ULOs and enterprise skills.
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PART 1: BLUEPRINT
The breakdown of Unit Learning Outcomes (ULOs) into Weekly Learning Objectives (WLOs) is demonstrated
using HNO6006 as an example. Having up to 30 WLOs assists in planning class delivery and breaking down
the content of your unit and designing online activities that assist students in both acquiring the subject
matter knowledge and demonstrating the ULOs across the 12 weeks of the trimester or even the 4 or 8
weeks of the future postgraduate block.

UNIT LEARNING OUTCOMES (ULOS)
Upon successful completion of this unit, students will be able to:
1. Review healthcare information systems, electronic health records and Telehealth, and examine their
use in the delivery of nursing care;
2. Debate issues related to evidenced-based nursing data capture and standards, retrieval and reuse
into nursing practice in a selected domain of nursing;
3. Explore relevant databases and find analytical solutions to the presentation of nurse-sensitive data
in a selected domain of nursing;
4. Adapt and deliberate informatics concepts and approaches as they relate to specific biomedical and
healthcare problems; and
5. Investigate the utility of social media within the contexts of consumer health information, client
education and professional practice.

Unit learning outcomes (ULOs) and Weekly learning objectives (WLOs)
Based on the ULOs in the following table, academics can author WLOs to align to the ULOs and plan and
deliver content through mini-lessons. These WLOs should all use the appropriate AQF level verbs at either
the undergraduate of graduate level. This guide provided examples: Learning outcome verbs
for AQF levels 4-10.
ULOs
1. Review healthcare
information systems,
electronic health records and
Telehealth, and examine
their use in the delivery of
nursing care;

WLOs
•

•
•
•

•
2. Debate issues related to
evidenced-based nursing
data capture and standards,
retrieval and reuse into
nursing practice in a selected
domain of nursing;
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•
•
•

Critically review health information systems and provide
examples of these systems relevant to your practice setting. (Wk
1 – ULO1)
Examine the variety of electronic health / medical records used
in primary, second and tertiary health settings. (Wk 1 – ULO1)
Critically analyse and discuss the evolution of telehealth in
Australia and consider the future of this initiative worldwide.
(Wk 1 – ULO1)
Critique how health information systems are used to support
nursing workflow and enhance the safe delivery of nursing care.
(Wk 1 – ULO1)
Deconstruct the synergies between health information systems
and social networking tools. (Wk 1 – ULO5)
Investigate the links between health information systems and
evidence-based practice. (Wk 3 – ULO2)
Examine how data are safely collected, stored and retrieved
across multiple health-related settings. (Wk 3 – ULO2)
Critically review ‘quality nurse-sensitive data’ and differentiate
this type of data from other health-related data. (Wk 3 – ULO2)
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•

3. Explore relevant databases
and find analytical solutions
to the presentation of nursesensitive data in a selected
domain of nursing;

4. Adapt and deliberate
informatics concepts and
approaches as they relate
to specific biomedical and
healthcare problems; and

5. Investigate the utility of
social media within the
contexts of consumer
health information, client
education and professional
practice.
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Deduce and explicate how nurse-sensitive data are collected,
utilised and / or applied to develop evidence-based practice. (Wk
3 – ULO2)
• Investigate and extrapolate future directions of retrieval and
reuse of nursing data to support evidence-based nursing
practice. (Wk 6 – ULO2)
• Examine the major issues affecting health information systems,
including the processes by which the issues are identified. (Wk 4
– ULO3)
• Critically analyse and discuss solutions to the major issues
affecting health information systems, including the ways in
which these solutions have been applied and evaluated. (Wk 4 –
ULO3)
• Appraise specific examples of the issues affecting health
information systems and also of the solutions used to overcome
these issues in selected domains of nursing. (Wk 4 – ULO3)
• Propose ways and means by which nurses can lead the
development and implementation of solutions to address the
issues affecting health information systems in selected domains
of nursing. (Wk 4 – ULO3)
• Investigate and extrapolate future directions of nurse-sensitive
data to improve nursing care to people, communities and
populations across the lifespan. (Wk 6 – ULO3)
• Critically review and deliberate upon the major theoretical
concepts and approaches related to health information systems.
(Wk 5 – ULO4)
• Critically analyse and discuss what it means to take a systems
approach to information technology in the context of
biomedicine and healthcare. (Wk 5 – ULO4)
• Interrogate the challenges related to the interoperability of
systems. (Wk 5 – ULO4)
• Critique the challenges related to the protection of privacy,
confidentiality and security of health information systems. (Wk 5
– ULO4)
• Investigate and extrapolate future directions of informatics as
they relate to specific biomedical and healthcare problems (Wk 6
– ULO4)
• Critically review the notions of ‘social media’ and provide
examples of social media used in health settings and/or to
support better health outcomes for people and populations. (Wk
2 – ULO5)
• Examine the role of social media for nurses and nursing. (Wk 2 –
ULO5)
• Critically analyse and discuss the opportunities and challenges
related to social media and the delivery of safe patient care. (Wk
2 – ULO5)
• Critique the use of social media within the context of consumer
health information, client education and professional practice.
(Wk 2 – ULO5)
• Interrogate the synergies between health information systems
and social networking tools. (Wk 2 – ULO5)
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•

Investigate and extrapolate future directions of social media as a
tool for improving information to and education for health
consumers and also professional practice. (Wk 6 – ULO5)

PART 2: ACTIVITY EXAMPLES
Part 2 provides an explanation and examples of online activities that you can use/author to create engaging
content for students in VU Collaborate. There are eight main types of ‘activities’ that students can engage in:

Type of activity

Summary

1. Readings

Required or recommended readings such as journal articles, websites, etc. for
students to read (most often pre or post the online class).
Videos from either YouTube or Vimeo that students can watch.
Tasks that require students to perform an action specifically related to their
assessment or demonstrating ULOs or enterprise skills. Students are to record
these into their ePortfolio (their online folio).
Prompts authored in VU Collaborate for students to reflect on what they have
learned so far, should not require students to write any information down,
rather think or be picked up in whole class discussion or collaborative
groupwork/pair work in the Zoom Breakout rooms.
Tasks that require students to perform multiple actions or steps and share
their findings with peers. These should only be used if there is a benefit with
students collaborating and sharing with peers (as they always require a step
that asks students to respond to their peers).
Tasks that require students to perform multiple actions or steps or
demonstrate their own critical thinking as they demonstrate WLOs..
Differentiated from Discussions as there is less benefit for students to share
their findings with peers.
Offers students the ability to learn in-demand enterprise skills with over
14,000+ online courses taught by real-world professionals. Students can also
earn Certificates of Completion to add to their LinkedIn Profile and CV.
H5P is an easy to use authoring tool that allows you to add some interactivity
into your unit content. It allows for students to engage with the unit content
rather than doing passive reading or viewing.

2. Videos
3. ePortfolio

4. Reflections

5. Discussions

6. Activities

7. LinkedIn Learning

8. H5P

In the Appendix, details are provided on how each of these seven activities can be formatted in VU
Collaborate.
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PART 3: MODEL STORYBOARD FOR VUBS CONSISTENCY
Depending on the length of your unit, the model storyboard below is an outline for authoring content to
enter into VU Collaborate. VU Online proposes this as the minimum standard for online presence when it
comes to content in the unit instance on VU Collaborate. The following example is from BMO6624:
Organisation Change Management. The example illustrates the Pre-Class (Synchronous), Zoom-Class
(Asynchronous) and Post-Class (Synchronous) Framework.
Introduction: Each week needs to start with an introduction to ‘start the conversation’ or ‘spark debate’. VU
Online recommends the Introductions to each week be filmed and then uploaded into the LMS. A great and
relatively easy way to do this is to use Panopto. The following VU Collaborate Help guide, Introduction to
Panopto, provides step-by-step instructions. Following an introduction, you should add the WLOs (illustrated
below).
Pre-class (Asynchronous): This is the content you want students to engage with before the attend your
online class via Zoom. Each week there should be up to 3-4 pre-class topics (e.g. modules) authored into VU
Collaborate. This allows the students to interact with relevant content before the class, and eliminated the
necessity for the Academic to lecture to students. This is an example of asynchronous teaching or preparing
unit materials and content in advance of students accessing them independently on VU Collaborate.
Asynchronous teaching increases students’ cognitive engagement because they have more time to interact
with and reflect on the unit’s materials. Discussion board and ePortfolio activities via VU Collaborate provide
students with easy access to content and learning activities they can complete before or after the class runs
online.
Authoring this content is important because it free the academic from feeling the need to lecture to students
in the online (and on-campus) space. Instead, during the three hours of postgraduate class time, you can
plan synchronous interactive, engaged and collaborative activities that foster a sense of belonging. Refer to
the Zoom for Digitally Supported Remote Teaching and Learning for guidance and examples on how to do
this using Zoom’s Breakout rooms.

WEEKLY STRUCTURE OVERVIEW FOR VU COLLABORATE
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INTRODUCTION & WLOS (WHOLE WEEK) EXAMPLE

Figure 1: https://vimeo.com/365667929
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1.1 PRE-CLASS EXAMPLES OF UNIT CONTENT
Indexing
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1.1.1 The nature of change management
The example below also has a reading from the VU Library. Critically this reading is placed at the students’
point of need. Each College has a dedicated Librarian who can assist in ‘peppering’ readings this way into you
unit’s content on the LMS. This creates a more seamless user experience. More importantly, it is reflective of
best practice when it comes to online teaching and learning because successful digitally
supported remote teaching and learning must encourage students to stay online completely wherever
possible. You can also add images to your content as long as they are attributed correctly. Notice how the
reading is introduced to students. Doing this is important as it provides students a rationale as to why the
reading is important (i.e. successfully completing Assessment 1).
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1.1.2 Change management foundations
The following example is useful because it makes use of LinkedIn Learning course (available from the VU
Library) that is directly related to the unit’s content and the WLOs. There are instructions on how to embed a
LinkedIn Learning activity in the Appendix.

1.1.3 The scope of change management

1.1.4 Change management causes stress
The content below includes a ‘Reflection’ activity example. These are relatively simple to author and you can
pick up on these during your Zoom sessions.
VU Online, 2020
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1.2 ZOOM CLASS (SYNCHRONOUS TEACHING)
Please read the complimentary professional development documents, Zoom for Digitally Supported Remote
Teaching and Learning Strategies for explicit information on running an online class via Zoom.

Always have an agenda with timings
Similar to any on-campus class, it’s important to have a lesson plan/agenda with timings. For your online
class lesson plan/agenda use a VU PowerPoint template (One is uploaded in the VUBS Sharepoint) for
consistency across the VUBS. Send the Agenda .PPT before the class so that students know what to expect.
For postgraduate classes delivered 100% online, your agenda will need to be 3 hours in total. It is a good
idea to have Zoom running the entire time and also don’t forget to schedule in breaks.

Sample agenda PG 3-hour class with activities
1. Introduction and Mini-Presentation on unit content (15 minutes)
2. Student-centred activity using a scenario, a problem statement, or question(s) using Zoom
Breakout Rooms (35 minutes)
3. Whole class discussion/share (10 minutes)
4. Break (10 minutes)
5. Individual activity: Discussion post and peer/academic-response (40 minutes)
6. Workshop: Activity where students work in pairs or groups to practice enterprise skills such as
creativity, problem solving, communicating, critical thinking – this is tied to demonstrating the
WLOs presented in the Introduction (60 minutes)
7. Break (10 minutes)
8. Individual reflection in ePortfolio on key learning from the class (20 minutes)
9. Summary/reflection: Students share what they learned and academic outlines the post-class
activities (20 minutes)
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1.3 POST-CLASS (ASYNCHRONOUS TEACHING)
The Post-class section should include content that you direct students to engage with in an asynchronous
mode that provides a summary and activities to extend students’ learning. It should also help prepare them
for the next week’s online class’ Pre-class content.
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WEEK 1 SUMMARY
It is important to have a summary to conclude the week where you provide students with a statement about
key learning from the week and a prelude of what is to come in the next week. It is also a great place to
remind students of an upcoming assessment.

ELIMINATION OF EXAMS FOR ONLINE DELIVERY
Currently at VU it is impossible to have invigilated exams in units that are delivered online. Additionally,
examinations have no specific application in most real-world settings, nor do they provide students
opportunities to demonstrate the enterprise skills many employers expect them to possess upon graduating.
Having students spending relatively less time on routine tests, quizzes and essays and more time with
peers/individually communicating, problem solving and engaging in team work as part of their assessments
is ideal. At VU Online, there are no exams or quizzes in any of the units. Instead, there are assessments that
have embedded elements of self-determined learning that focus on students acquiring industry and
enterprise skills through research, enquiry and practice.
A sample assessment and rubric are provided below.
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SAMPLE ONLINE ASSESSMENT TASK (SELF-DETERMINED LEARNING)
The following assessment demonstrates how to embed elements of self-determined learning into a task by giving students a choice (e.g. Topic A or B) to foster
their enterprise skills through research, enquiry and practice (e.g. developing an alternative value statement). The rubric is also provided which streamlines
moderation, calibration and assessment online as the rubric is explicitly aligned to the assessment.
BMO5501: Assessment 2: Credo, value and conduct at Johnson & Johnson (Other: Critical analysis)
Overview
Weight
40%
Details

Length
2000 words +/-10%

Due date
End of Week 3 (Sunday 11.59pm)

ULOs
1, 2, 3, 4, 7

During the first three weeks of this unit, you have studied and discussed the place of ethics in society in general, and in the contemporary workplace specifically. In this
assessment, you are required to reflect on your learning across the first three weeks and provide a critical analysis of the opportunities and challenges ethics presents for leaders,
managers and staff.
Submit a written assessment of no more than 2000 words addressing either Topic A or B.
•

Topic A: ‘Credo, value and conduct’ for the Johnson & Johnson Company. Read the Code of business conduct (PDF 4.1 MB) (Johnson & Johnson Company 2017) to access
the statement.

•

Topic B: Choose a multinational business from an industry you know well and examine its equivalent 'credo, value and conduct statement'.

Instructions
Topic A
1.

Identify the reasons why and how ethics is of importance to the business of Johnson & Johnson overall noting that J&J encompasses medical devices, pharmaceutical and
consumer packaged goods (500 words).

2.

Discuss the relevance and ramifications of J&J being a global enterprise and a global employer for its approach to business ethics (500 words).

3.

Identify and assess alternative perspectives of business ethics and corporate social responsibility in relation to J&J and one of its business units (500 words).
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4.

Develop a brief alternative value statement replacing J&J’s ‘Our Credo’ statement (page 2) so that it reflects employee, customer and shareholder interests in a wellbalanced and modern way and responds to global and local challenges, including climate change and human rights (500 words).

OR
Topic B
Choose a multinational business from an industry you know well and examine its equivalent 'credo, value and conduct statement' and answer the following:
1.

Identify the reasons why and how ethics is of importance to the business of your choice (500 words).

2.

Discuss the relevance and ramifications of the business being a global enterprise and a global employer for its approach to business ethics (500 words).

3.

Identify and assess alternative perspectives of business ethics and corporate social responsibility in relation to the business and one of its business units, if
applicable (500 words).

4.

Develop a brief alternative value statement replacing the business ‘value statement’ so that it reflects employee, customer and shareholder interests in a well-balanced
and modern way and responds to global and local challenges, including climate change and human rights (500 words).

You may consider each of these questions separately, in which case the suggested word limit for each section should be taken as a guide, along with your introduction and
conclusion. Alternatively, you may address the four questions using an integrated approach. In your response draw from the relevant literature and research to support your
analysis. A minimum of ten (10) references is required. Illustrate your points with examples from relevant case studies about ethics and organisations (these can be included
within your ten references), as well as your own experience. Correctly use the Harvard referencing style and include a Reference List at the end of your assessment.
Supporting resources
Harvard referencing: Home (Victoria University Library 2019) has a variety of Harvard referencing resources that you can use.
Page Break
Marking criteria
You will be assessed on the following marking criteria:
C1. Effective communication and use of academic literacies. (10 points)
C2. Identification and analysis of the reasons why ethics has a high level of importance broadly for J&J/the company. (15 points)
C3. Discussion of the relevance and ramifications of J&J/the company being a global enterprise and a global employer for its approach to business ethics. (15 points)
C4. Identification and assessment of alternative perspectives of business ethics and corporate social responsibility. (20 points)
C5. Development of a brief alternative value statement replacing the existing one, so that it reflects employee customer and shareholder interests in a well-balanced and modern
way and responds to global and local challenges including climate change and human rights. (20 points)
C6. Presentation of corroborating evidence, including synthesis of relevant literature and research. (10 points)
C7. Correct use of the Harvard referencing style, and inclusion of a Reference List. (10 points)
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SAMPLE RUBRIC
For consistency across the college, it is recommended that C1 and the last two criterion (in this case C6 and C7) are the same across all units.
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APPENDIX (SAMPLE ACTIVITIES)
The following examples will assist you in understanding the genre you are writing for when it comes to the 8
types of activities described above. Additionally, there is a template to assist you in authoring weekly content
that can then be transferred into the LMS quickly and seamlessly in the VUBS SharePoint. For any reading, to
assist the librarians, it is recommended you have the full reference from the library.

1. READINGS
There are two types of readings for students:
1. Required reading(s)
2. Recommended reading(s).
All readings that have been selected for your unit must have an accompanying introductory (or lead-in) text
that contextualises the readings for students and explains why they should read the resource. The readings
should also relate specifically to the Weekly Learning Outcomes (WLOs). All readings need an explicit
rationale in order that students understand why they are being asked to read or view them. The rational can
be tied to understanding a learning outcome, preparing for an assessment task or furthering students
understanding of a particular concept, etc.

Example of reading
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2. VIDEOS
Similar to the readings, all videos that have been selected for your unit must have introductory text to
contextualise the videos for the students. The selected videos must also relate to the WLOs to ensure
relevance to students.

Examples of video
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3. EPORTFOLIO TASKS
ePortfolios are used to prompt students to either reflect on their learning or practice a skill that is tied to a
unit learning outcome. These tasks should be helping students’ complete part of their component or utilise a
skillset that is required for the assessment.
Always include a purpose for why students should complete the ePortfolio activity. Also prompt the students
to share their ePortfolio post with their online facilitators to receive individualised feedback.

Example of ePortfolio task
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4. REFLECTIONS
Reflections are used to get students to engage in thinking about the topic further, but not necessarily
needing to do further research. These are useful in helping students contextualise what they have read or
watched into their own real-world practices.

Example of reflection
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5. DISCUSSIONS
Example discussion
Purpose
Add a purpose and tie it explicitly to a ULO.
Task
Step 1: Add a spark scenario or question that gets
the students thinking about the knowledge, skills
and information presented in week’s topics.
Step 2: Direct students to respond to the spark.
Time: Include an estimated time to complete the
first part of the activity.
Step 3: Direct students to respond to each other.
Time: Include an estimated time for completion for
the second part of this activity.
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6. ACTIVITIES
Similar to the discussion, the activities follows the same framework as the discussion. However, there is no
need for students to post or collaborate with peers.

Example activity
Purpose
Add a purpose and tie it explicitly to a ULO.
Task
Step 1: Add a spark scenario or question that gets the students thinking about the knowledge, skills and
information presented in week’s topics.
Step 2: Direct students to respond to the spark.
Time: Include an estimated time to complete this activity.
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7. LINKEDIN LEARNING ACTIVITIES

8. H5P INTERACTIVES
The H5P website Examples and downloads (H5P 2020) has examples of the different types of interactives
that you can easily build in your unit.
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